
The Einhell TC-US 380 upright belt disk grinder/sander is powerful 380 W helper for belt and disk grinding/sanding and has a swiveling belt sanding

device with workpiece stop. For easy changeover there is a tensioning device with grinding/sanding belt centering facility and a hook-and-loop fastener

on the disk grinder/sander. The aluminium table can be tilted and is sturdy and distortion-free, can be used for belt and disc grinding/sanding and has

an angle scale. The cross stop can also be swiveled between -60° and +60° degrees. 4 robust rubber feet absorb vibrations and ensure a secure

standing position, and for a clean workplace there is a dust extractor connector. Supplied with a grinding/sanding belt and disk grinding/sanding paper.

Stationary Belt-Disc Sander

TC-US 380
Item No.: 4419257

Ident No.: 11019

Bar Code: 4006825649987

Features & Benefits
Belt and disk grinding/sanding function-

Swiveling belt grinding/sanding device with workpiece stop-

Easy grinding/sanding belt change thanks to tensioning device-

Grinding/sanding belt can be centered from outside-

Disk grinder/sander with hook-and-loop fastening system-

Versatile aluminum table can be used on both sanding units-

Inclinable aluminium table with an easy-to-read angle scale-

Cross stop can be swiveled from -60° to +60°-

Sturdy and distortion-free design-

4 rubber feet for standing securely and with low vibrations-

Connection for dust extraction system to keep the workplace clean-

Complete with grinding/sanding belt and disk sanding paper (G80)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 300 W

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 380 W  |  20 %

- Idle speed 1500 min^-1

- Sanding belt 914  x  100 mm

- Grain size of sanding belt 80

- Table tiltable 0 - 60°

- Swiveling range of cross fence [- 60°] to [+ 60°]

Logistic Data
- Product weight 13.25 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 14.59 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 503 x 269 x 312 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 14.59 kg

- Dimensions export carton 500 x 265 x 305 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 594 | 1414 | 1616
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Available as special accessories

Sanding Belt Set 3pcs100x914mm
Belt Sander Accessory
Item No.: 49914605
Bar Code: 4009319146054
Einhell by kwb

Sanding discs Set 3pcs 150mm
Stationary-Beltgrinder-Acc.
Item No.: 49492074
Bar Code: 4009314920741
Einhell by kwb
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